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Subject- English 

F.M.-20 
 

New Oxford modern English 

1. Write five lines of 'To bed 'poem along with poets name. (7) 

2. What is brown?  (2) 

3. What is the meaning of the word 'tread'? (1) 

New Grammar with a smile 

Add' d 'or 'ed 'to the doing word in the bracket 

4. Someone –( knock) at the door. (2) 

5. Vijay – (jump) into the pool with the splash. (2) 

Underline the doing word 

6. Pooja plays football on Sunday. (1) 

7. Write 5 points about the paragraph' My country'. (5) 
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■ SOLVE THE FOLLOWING:-  
 

1. A man jumps 2m 5cm . Another man jumps 7cm more . How high does 
the second man jumps ? (1×3=3) 
 

2. SOLVE                    (2×3=6) 
 a)  m   cm                  b)  m   cm    

      75   47                      100   00        
    +46   92                --      55   36 
    +35   31                  ------------------- 

--------------------              -------------------- 
-------------------- 

 
4. Draw the clocks and then draw the hands on the faces of the clocks to 
show the time given below  .( 2×3=6 marks  ) 

 
 
A.  Half past 3        B.  6 : 45 

 
■ MENTAL MATHEMATICS      

 
■ ANSWER THE FOLLOWINGS : - 
  ( 5×1=5 Marks  ) 

 
5. How many days are there in 1 week ? 

6. How many months are there in 1 year? 
7. Which month is the shortest month of the year  ? 
8. How many paise make 1 rupee ? 

9. How many 5 paise coins make 1 rupee ? 
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A.Write True or False :                            5 
1 .Plants need air to breathe.______ 

2.The Sun shines brightly on a rainy day.____ 
3.Moonson days are rainy and cool.____ 

4.We wear cotton clothes to keep us warm._____ 
5.Weather changes from day to day.____ 
                                              

B.Give one word for the following:        5 
                                                            

1.Fast and strong wind can cause this____ 
_ 
2.A spaceman wears this ______ 

                                                           
3.Christmas  is celebrated in this season._______ 
                                                  

4.It takes people from one country to another_________ 
                                               

5. There are millions of them______ 
                                               
C.Answer the following :              5×2=10 

1.Who was the first Indian woman to  go into space?  
 
2.Who is called a spaceman? 

 
3.How many months Sunita Williams stayed in space? 

 
4.What do we like to drink on a  hot day? 
 

5.When does the day change into night? 
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1)Give the opposites:-(3) 
  a)Big× 

   b)dry× 
   c)hot× 

2)Fill in the missing letters-(2) 
 a)M_ mm_ 
 b)D_ dd_ 

3)Give the rhyming words:-(2) 
  a)such- 

  b)each- 
4)Find out the correct word with the help of the clues:-(3) 
 a)Jokes are this- 

 b)Small - 
 c)It grows on a tree- 
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1/"কতদিন ভাবে ফুল"--কদেতাটির প্রথম চার লাইন কদের নাম সহ মুখস্ত ললখ:-4 

2/দনবের প্রশ্নগুদলর উত্তর িাও:- 

a) লাফ দিব়ে ো াঁির লকান গাবের লগল? 2 

b) লকান গাবে ল াঁচা ডাবক? 2 

c) এবলাবমবলা ের্ ণ সাজেব়ে শব্দ ততদর কবরা 1+1=2 

                  গা শ ো াঁ ে= 

                    প্র দত ো= 

d) োকয রচনা কবরা:-2+2=4 

                  লোনাদক= 

                  আাঁচড়= 

3/চন্দ্রদেন্দ ুল াগ কবর সটিক শব্দ গিন কবরা:-1×3=3 

                    ____তুল 

                    ____িাল 

                    ____ ি 

     

4/দমশ্র শব্দ গিন কবরা (িুই অক্ষবর) 1×3=3 

                    ____ া 

                    ____কা 

                    ____মা 
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1. Write 4 instructions to be followed as computer manners.          4 

2. Write 4 right postures for working on a computer.         4 

3. Write 2 safety measures to be taken while using a computer.     2 
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1.Name the following:   3×2=6 

A)A pet animal: 

B)A land animal: 

C)This is a hot season: 

 

2. Fill in the blanks:   4×2=8 

A)The Sun rises in the __. 

B)We wear___clothes in summer.  

C)We get milk from ___. 

D)Lion is a___animal.  

 

3.Answer the following questions:   3×2=6 

A)Name two ways in which animals are useful to us. 

B)What is weather? 

C)What are the different kinds of weather? 


